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Abstract—Mosaicking enables efficient summary of geospatial
content in an aerial video with applications in surveillance,
activity detection, tracking, etc. Scene clutter, presence of
distractors, parallax, illumination artifacts i.e. shadows, glare,
and other complexities of aerial imaging such as large camera
motion makes the registration process challenging. Robust
feature detection and description is needed to overcome these
challenges before registration. This study investigates the com-
putational complexity versus performance of selected feature
detectors such as Structure Tensor with NCC (ST+NCC),
SURF, ASIFT within our Video Mosaicking and Summariza-
tion (VMZ) framework on VIRAT benchmark aerial video.
ST+NCC and SURF is very fast but fails for few complex
imagery (with occlusion) from VIRAT. ASIFT is more robust
compared to ST+NCC or SURF, though extremely time con-
suming. We also propose an Adaptive Descriptor (combining
ST+NCC and ASIFT) that is 9x faster than ASIFT with
comparable robustness.

1. Introduction

Mosaicking is a fundamental task in computer vision and
studied in large extend remote sensing for decades [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. Mosaicking or
panorama is comprised from set of spatially related images
by aligning those to a specific frame coordiante. Compre-
gensive summary of mosaicking has been put together in
detail in review studies [1], [2]. Applications of mosaicking
include a variety of fields such as wide-field of view gener-
ation, video compression, medical imaging, surveillance of
military field, monitoring of urban area or agricultural field,
checking of restricted areas after catastrophic events, such
as earthquakes, tsunamis, damage to nuclear power plants,
etc.

Feature based image registration techniques mainly
match sparse keypoints provided by feature descriptors in
order to find transformation relationship between two im-
ages given some area of overlap. The choice of descriptor
plays a vital role in determining robustness and efficiency
of mosaicking algorithms. One of the earliest mosaicking
algorithm is AutoStitch with robust SIFT [14] features [13].
AutoStitch is invariant to image ordering, orientation, scale

Figure 1. Video Mosaicking and Summarization (VMZ) Pipeline.

and illumination as well as insensitive of noisy images. Tao
at el. [5] applied SIFT descriptor and developed a graph
based approach for scene stitching in large-scale aerial data.
They exploited the property of frames being overlapped
in time and space, and stitched the images by temporal
grouping, retrieved spatial cross-group and finally generated
a single mosaic from each cross-group. Gonalves at el.
[4] used robust feature detector, SIFT [14] as well with
information from image segmentation followed by a robust
outlier removal method to register images. Many other stud-
ied have been reported to use SIFT for image stitching [15],
[16], [17], [18]. SURF features are reported to be as robust
as SIFT and more efficent in terms of time complexity [30].
Consequently, many mosaicking algorithms have worked on
SURF features to determine image matching such as [19],
[20], [21], [22].

Hoang at el. [10] proposed a registration algorithm with
Harris corner and KLT features for detecting and tracking
moving objects in UAV videos. Once the frames are aligned
by registration, forward/backward frame differencing and
morphological operation is performed in order to estimate
blob. Finally, by the use of spatial temporal blob detection,
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Figure 2. VMZ Decision Engine. There are 4 main sub-modules for
controlling VMZ operations: Resource Management, Feature Management,
Reference/KeyFrame Hypervisor and Homography Estimation and Regis-
tration.

object tracking is accomplished. David at el. [23] propose a
system of mosaicking multicamera images where harris cor-
ner is chosen as feature detector due to its high repeatability
under radiometric and geometric changes as well as avail-
ability of abundant corners points in urban scene images. In
order to match key features in overlapping images, minimum
spanning tree based coherence is implemented. Many other
image matching and mosaicking algorithms have followed
KLT features [24], [25]. In order to acheive robustness for
complex dataset, ASIFT has been proved to be an invaluable
feature descriptor [12], [26], [27]. Structure Tensor and
Normalized Crosscorrelation is also used for registration and
mosaicking [11], [28] for fast image mapping.

In this study, we look for an efficient and robust fea-
ture descriptor particularly for benchmark VIRAT aerial
imagery. Mosaicking of VIRAT is a difficult work due to
its challenges. For example, video sequence covers long
spatial region which can be few to 10 square miles [29].
Wide range of objects such as long roads with moving cars,
trucks and other vehicles as well as pedestrians, parked cars,
buildings, wide vegetations, shadows of tall buildings can
appear at any place adding a lots of complexity in dataset.
Furthermore, low contrast aerial videos are captured over a
wide field-of-view of 160 degrees or more at low frame rates
of several hertz [29]. The occlusion due to the presence of
large buildings, and dramatic change of camera position and
scene add further twist in aerial dataset [29].

Thus we take atvantage of fast and time efficient de-
scriptors such as ST+NCC or SURF when there is small
motion between two images without any occluded part.
Next, more robust ASIFT descriptor is applied when match-
ing becomes difficult and comparatively cheap descriptor
performs poorly. This adaptive nature of feature descriptor
provides a balance between efficiency and performance for
aerial imagery. We explicitly compare extracted feature qual-
ity among descriptors such as ST+NCC, SURF, ASIFT and
adaptive ST+NCC, ASIFT. In addition, mosaics generated
from different descriptors also establish the efficiency of our

Figure 3. Image Transformation Model in VMZ. Row A depicts graphcut
segmentation of a video sequence into shots which are seperated by red
shot boundary. Row B shows the sequence of frames in a single shot which
should generate a mini-mosaic. A shot is divided into m groups: Group1,
Group2,..., Groupm (each color represents a different group, row C) to
avoid error accumulation in the process. First frame of each group is called
the reference (dark colored frame, row D) while other frames in the group
are shown in corresponding light color (row D). A single arrow from each
frame to the reference in a group denotes direct mapping. We get set of
transformed frames with reference coordinate system (represented by same
color: dark blue for Group1 in row E) from each group. Next, we apply
reference-to-reference frame mapping (row E). This results into a single
mini-mosaic with base/first frame coordinate system (row F).

adaptive descriptor.

2. Method

2.1. VMZ Algorithm

Video Mosaicking and Summarization (VMZ) is a
feature-based registration algorithm. VMZ block diagram is
shown in Figure 1. The main steps in VMZ are described
below:

• Preprocessing: it includes identifying bad frames and
removing it, deinterlacing for better image quality,
image preprocessing such as histogram matching,
dehazing for improving visibility of aerial imagery.
Input for preprocessing step is a single image while
output is a modified image or removal of that image
from the sequence.

• Shot detection based on Graph-cut: it is the pro-
cess of temporal segmentation of a long video se-
quence into few continuous video fragments. Based
on cumulative histogram differences of consecutive
frames, graph-cut finds few clusters of images by
minimizing energy in Eq. 1 where
P : Finite set of sites/pixels (frames for us)



L: Finite set of labels
l: Labelling assignments of labels in L to pixels in
P
p, q: individual pixels
lp: label of pixel p
l : set of all label-pixel assignments
l = lp | p in P .
D(p, lp): cost of assigning label lp to pixel p.

E(I) =
∑
p

D(p, Ip) +
∑
p

∑
q

Vpq(Ip, Iq) (1)

The input for shot detection algorithm is a whole
video and either 2 or 3 clusters are generated af-
ter the execution of this step. In 2-clusters case,
cluster0 stands for within shot (very small change
between two consecutive frames) and cluster1
stands for shot boundary (slow or abrupt change).
In 3-clusters case, cluster0 stands for within shot,
cluster1 stands for slow change and cluster2
stands for abrupt or sudden change. A continuous
set of images from cluster0 form a shot (Line
A in Figure 3). For example, VIRAT dataset
09152008flight2tape1 6 results into 11 shots from
9291 frames. Later, from each shot, one mini-mosaic
is generated.

• Mini-mosaic generation: the core step of VMZ is
mini-mosaic generation which is shown in detail in
Figure 3 Line B-F. Input of this step is a single shot
and output is a mini-mosaic. At first a shot is divided
into few groups (Line C). The first frame of each
group is called reference and subsequent frames are
added to a group unless number of frames is more
than 40 or the motion between reference and current
frame is greater than a threshold. If either of these
two conditions is violated, a new group is formed
with new reference frame. In a group, every frame
is directly mapped to the reference (Line D). Next,
consecutive reference frames are mapped (Line E)
and finally mini-mosaic is produced (Line F) in the
coordinate system of first (also called as base) frame
of the shot.

• Meta-mosaic generation: the final step of VMZ
is building the meta-mosaic which takes all mini-
mosaics as input and supposed to generate one meta-
mosaic fusing the content of mini-mosaics. This step
is in developing phase.

2.2. VMZ Decision Modules

There are mainly 4 submodules in VMZ decision engine
as shown in Figure 2.

• Resource Management: it handles SWaPT constraint
such as energy, time, memory footprint, preision re-
quirement, priority, architecture selection, and trade-
off management.

(a) Fr. 000000 (b) st+ncc=120 (c) surf=569 (d) asift=1363

(e) Fr. 001369 (f) st+ncc=112 (g) surf=338 (h) asift=632

Figure 4. Feature distribution of descriptors in VMZ for two exam-
ple frames from VIRAT [] (top row: Frame 000000 and bottom row:
Frame 001369). First column shows the original frame and second, third
and bottom row showcase keypoints or features detected from ST+NCC,
SURF and ASIFT descriptors respectively. No of features extracted from
ST+NCC, SURF and ASIFT is 120, 569, 1369 for Frame 000000 and 112,
338 and 632 for Frame 001369.

• Feature Management: the focus of this module is
feature detection, matching, parameter tuning, etc.
This is the most important step for this study and to
ensure processing efficiency and matching accuracy,
VMZ uses multiple types of features with different
computational complexities and strengths.
Figure 4 showcases the performance of differ-
ent feature descriptors (ST+NCC [28], SURF
[30], ASIFT [31]) in VMZ for two images se-
lected from dataset 09152008flight2tape1 6 (top
row: Frame 000000, bottom row: Frame 001329).
For the first image, it can be noted that ST+NCC
features are well distributed across the image with
total 120 keypoints while SURF and ASIFT find 569
and 1363 features respectively which are compara-
tively clustered. Interestingly, for the second image
which is mostly occluded, ST+NCC still finds fea-
tures which are distributed across whole image even
in occluded part. This becomes the main drawback
of ST+NCC descriptor which later misguides the
registration process with false negative matches in
occluded region. On the other hand, SURF and
ASIFT perform much better though number of fea-
tures drops compared to first frame.

• Reference or KeyFrame Hypervisor: this module
monitors motion activity in the scene, matching
performance of the method and also deals with
reference frame management (i.e. when to start a
new reference frame) and canvas management.

• Homography and Registration: VMZ uses Direct
Linear Transformation (DLT), RANSAC to estimate
homography between two frames, warps frame to
new coordinate system, blends new frame to mosaic.
Given the scene is approximately planner, two im-
ages I(x, y, t) and I(u, v, t − k) can be related by
homogeneous relationship where the first two pa-
rameters, x and y, in I denote spatial coordinates and
third one, t, corresponds to time of image capturing.



Figure 5. Adaptive Descriptor in VMZ: detail of Line D and E from Figure
3 where each color set represents one group from a shot. Top row or Line D
shows the use of ST+NCC descriptor to map every frame to the reference
of a group. Bottom row or Line E shows the use of ASIFT descriptor to
match consecutive references.

u =
a1x+ a2y + a0
c1x+ c2y + 1

(2)

v =
b1x+ b2y + b0
c1x+ c2y + 1

(3)

For blending, a simple technique called pixel re-
placement is used where in overlapping region pixels
from previous warped image are replaced by pixels
from next warped image.

2.3. Fused Descriptor: ST+NCC, ASIFT

VIRAT is a challenging dataset with few shots having
occluded frames. In such cases, fast and efficient descriptor
might not find best matched between two frames. Though
ASIFT is comparatively robust, it is extremely time consum-
ing. Thus to maintain a balance between performance and
efficiency, we use a robust fused descriptor which combines
the efficiency of ST+NCC and SURF while preserves the
robustness of ASIFT.

The idea of fused descriptor is very simple as demon-
strated in Figure 5. We start with the first/base frame of
a shot. The base frame is also considered as the reference
of the first group. Each subsequent frame is added to the
group and ST+NCC descriptor is used to match it with the
reference (Line D Figure 5). If number of frames in a
group is more than 40 or motion between current frame to
reference is larger than a threshold, a new group is formed.

Next consecutive reference frames are mapped to each
other in order to align with base frame. For this mapping
ASIFT is applied as shown in Line E Figure 5. This process
ensures the efficiency of VMZ as ASIFT is not used unless
necessary.

3. Experimental Result

We present mini-mosaic produced from VMZ
with different feature descriptors for VIRAT dataset
09152008flight2tape1 6 and 09152008flight2tape2 8. To
understand strength and weakness of each descriptor, we
design few test cases. For example, test case A represents
a scenario where each descriptor performs equally for a
shot with very small number of frames. For test case B, we

(a) st+ncc (b) surf (c) asift (d) st+ncc, asift

Figure 6. Frame no. vs no. of features obatined from different descriptors
for shot1 (VIRAT: 09152008flight2tape1 6). 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th row:
ST+NCC, SURF, ASIFT, and adaptive ST+NCC, ASIFT. Bottom row
presents mini-mosaics from 4 descriptors.

pick a shot with large number of frames and check how
ST+NCC works and compare the result with our fused
descriptor. Finally, we pick a shot with occluded region
which is test case C to compare the pefromance of SURF
with adaptive descrptor.

3.1. Test Case A

First, we pick an easy test case of shot1 (#frames=82)
from dataset 09152008flight2tape1 6. All the frames of this
shot are rich in distinctive features and there is no occlusion.
We investigate keypoints obtained from different descriptors
in Figure 6 where x-axis represents number of images in
a shot and y-axis stands for number of feature matched
between current and corresponding reference frame.

Top row shows the result from ST+NCC features with
NCC block step set to 40 (block step is a variable in
ST+NCC and is inversly proportional to number of features).
It can be observed that number of features in each frame is
almost similar (around 120). This can be explained from
the fact that ST+NCC descriptor is designed in such a way
that it finds features even in textureless and homogeneous
region. Thus it will always find features in a frame even it
is featureless. Mini-mosaic from this descriptor is shown in
1st column of bottom row.

2nd row represents features from SURF descriptor with
variable MetricThreshold set to 500. The default value for
this variable is 1000 and it is set to 500 in order to increase
number of features extracted. With SURF, feature matching
follows certain criteria. In a group, it is highest for the frame
next to reference frame as these two frames are consecutive.
Then number of feature matching decreases as frames go
far away from reference until a new group is started. Mini-
mosaic from this descriptor is shown in 2nd column of
bottom row.



(a) st+ncc(40) (b) st+ncc(80) (c) st+ncc(40), asift

Figure 7. Frame no. vs no. of features obatined from different descriptors
for shot11 (VIRAT: 09152008flight2tape1 6). 1st, 2nd and 3rd: ST+NCC
(block step = 40), ST+NCC (block step = 80), and adaptive ST+NCC (block
step = 40), ASIFT. Bottom row presents mini-mosaics from corresponding
descriptors.

Next, we present matched features from ASIFT descrip-
tor. ASIFT descriptor is more robust compared to ST+NCC
and SURF. Hence feature matching is pretty consistent
regardless of position of reference and current frame. Mini-
mosaic from this descriptor is shown in 3rd column of
bottom row.

Finally, 4th row of Figure 6 shows the adaptive descrip-
tor performance where ST+NCC is used for matching any
frame in a group to its reference (shown in red bars) and
ASIFT is used for reference-to-reference matching (shown
in blue bars). Mini-mosaic from this descriptor is shown in
4th column of bottom row.

This is a easy test case where number of frames is not
too large and there is not any obvious problem with the
frames. Consequently, mini-mosaics gerenrated from shot1
look almost identical in all 4-cases (bottom row).

3.2. Test Case B

Next test case is designed for shot11 (#frames=1920)
from dataset 09152008flight2tape1 6. ST+NCC features are
extracted with two different NCC block steps/sizes. First,
NCC block step is set to 40 and number of matched features
is displayed in top row of Figure 7. Like shot1, number
of matched features are almost similar (around 120) for
all images. Though we can observe lots of frames are
skipped during final homography estimation. As number
of frames increases, error accumulation along homography
chain increases. Consequently, homography matrices for
later frames of the shot drift a lot from ground truth. Conse-
quently, those frames are excluded from mosaicking (shown
in magenta circle) and obtained mini-mosaic becomes a
smaller part of expected mini-mosaic. In this experiment,

(a) surf(500) (b) surf(1000) (c) st+ncc(40), asift

Figure 8. Frame no. vs no. of features obatined from different descriptors
for shot4 (VIRAT: 09152008flight2tape1 6). 1st, 2nd and 3rd: SURF
(MetricThreshold = 500), SURF (MetricThreshold = 1000), and adaptive
ST+NCC (block size = 40), ASIFT. Bottom row presents mini-mosaics
from corresponding descriptors.

995 frames out of 1920 are skipped. Mini-mosaic from this
descriptor is shown in 1st column of bottom row.

Later, we increased NCC block step to 80 and found
that number of matched features per frame is decreased to
an average of 25 though number of extracted features is
designed to be more than 100. As a result, %inliers during
RANSAC becomes very low for some images and those
are skipped (shown in black circle). In addition, number
of skipped frames due to bad homography increases too.
Hence, total 1243 frames out of 1920 are skipped confirming
this experiment even worse. Mini-mosaic from this descrip-
tor is shown in 2nd column of bottom row.

Finally, we compared performance of fused descrip-
tor (ST+NCC, ASIFT) with ST+NCC alone. Here, NCC
block step is set to 40 with ASIFT for reference to refer-
ence matching. Consequently, we get good %inliers during
RANSAC and reasonably well homography estimation re-
sulting in zero frame being skipped. Mini-mosaic from this
descriptor is shown in 3rd column of bottom row.

Thus, it can be concluded that for shots with large
number of frames, the adaptive descriptor performs better
than ST+NCC descriptor.

3.3. Test Case C

For this experiment, we pick shot4 from dataset
09152008flight2tape1 6 and the result is shown in Figure
8. We choose two different MetricThreshold values for
SURF. The default value is 1000 and corresponding graph is
shown in middle row. As all frames of this shot is partially
occluded, number of matched features is very poor. Thus,
11 frames out of 55 are skipped due to low %inliers during



TABLE 1. NO. OF SKIPPED FRAMES IN DIFFERENT DESCRIPTORS FOR
DATASET 09152008FLIGHT2TAPE2 8 AND 09152008FLIGHT2TAPE1 6

(THOSE WITH *)

shot #frames ST+NCC SURF ASIFT ST+NCC, ASIFT
shot1* 82 0 0 0 0
shot1 1312 0 0 0 0
shot2 258 0 0 0 0
shot3 649 0 0 0 0
shot4* 55 0 8 0 0
shot4 916 0 0 0 0
shot5 742 0 0 0 0
shot6 740 111 0 0 0
shot7 109 0 0 0 0
shot8* 301 0 6 0 0
shot8 48 0 0 0 0
shot9 699 0 0 0 0
shot10 1920 0 0 0 0
shot11 1920 995 0 0 0

RANSAC estimation (shown in black circles). Mini-mosaic
from this descriptor is shown in 2nd column of bottom row.

In order to increase number of features, MetricThreshold
value in decreased to 500. Though it does not react as
expected but number of skipped frames drops to 8 due to
low %inliers during RANSAC estimation (shown in black
circle). Mini-mosaic from this descriptor is shown in 1st

column of bottom row.
Finally, we present number of matched features from the

adaptive descriptor which outperforms SURF (zero frame
is skipped by ST+NCC, ASIFT). Mini-mosaic from this
descriptor is shown in 3rd column of bottom row.

Thus, it can be concluded that for shots with occluded
frames, the adaptive descriptor performs better than SURF.

3.4. Accuracy vs Performance

Mini-mosaics obtained from different descriptors are
shown in Figure 10 which demonstrates that adaptive
descriptor ST+NCC, ASIFT produces better mini-mosaics
than other two (ST+NCC and SURF). No. of skipped frames
from each descriptor is presented in Table 1. This also
supports the superiority of adaptive descriptor over ST+NCC
and SURF. Though ASIFT performs as good as our fused
descriptor according to the table, we prefer using the adap-
tive descriptor due to slow nature of ASIFT. From Figure 9,
we can observe that SURF is the fastest with 0.62 secs/frame
while ST+NCC, ASIFT and ST+NCC, ASIFT take 1.1,
25.34 and 2.7 secs/frame. Thus it can be conluded that our
adaptive descriptor is robust in all cases for VIRAT dataset
and its speed (9.39x faster than ASIFT) is comparable with
SURF or ST+NCC.

4. Conclusions

This experiment is focused on picking a suitable feature
descriptor for aerial imagery with occlusion and other com-
plexity. We found SURF to be the fastest and reasobaly
robust. Though it fails to match images with occlusion
properly. ST+NCC is comparable with SURF in speed but

Figure 9. Execution time per frame for different descriptors in log scale.

(a) st+ncc(40) (b) surf(500) (c) st+ncc(40), asift

Figure 10. Example of few more mini-mosaics for different feature descrip-
tors from 09152008flight2tape2 8. Top to bottom: shot3, shot4, shot6
and shot7.

it suffers from misdetection of features specially where
images have occlusion. In addition it also performs poorly
when number of frames increases (around 2000). ASIFT is
found to be most robust and handle occlusion as well as
other complexities of VIRAT dataset though it is extremly
time consuming. Our adaptive feature shows similar perfor-
mance with ASIFT and it is also comparable with SURF or
ST+NCC.

In future, we plan to add Deep (Learning) features to
our VMZ algorithm to improve both performance and time
complexity. Adaptive block step for ST+NCC might be
useful for dataset with different image size.
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